The statement in the title is proved for two projections on closed convex cones in Hilbert space.
(1) (x -PKx, PKx -y)^0, V y e K, and characterize PKx entirely, that is, (2) {z = PKx}o {{x-z,zy)^0,zeK,VyeK} [1, Lemma 1.2] .
Settingy=PKx' in (1) and adding the resulting inequality to that obtained by interchanging x and x , one deduces (3) (x-x', PKx -PKx') ^ \\PKx -PKx' ||2, V x, x' e H, Thus, projections are nonexpansive mappings. Another simple consequence of (2) to be used in the sequel is (5) PK(PKx + t(x -PKx)) = PKx, V t ^ 0, V x e H.
Should K be a closed convex cone C with vertex at 0 then (1) yields the equation
obtained by replacing y successively by 0 and 2Pcx. Thus prepared we may now proceed to the statement and proof of our theorem :
Theorem.
The products, in either order, of two projections in Hilbert space on closed convex cones with vertices at the origin are both projections if and only if the given projections commute. In such a case the common value of the products is the projection on the intersection of the cones.
Proof.
Necessity and the last part of the theorem result at once from the proposition (7) {PcPCi = Pc\ =>{C3 = Cx n C2}, whose proof runs as follows: Clearly C^p CXC\C2. On the other hand if x e C3 then by (6),
that is, x e C2. Hence C3<=^C2, and since C3<=CX, C3<=Cxr¡C2. Thus CXC\C2 -C3. To prove sufficiency it must be shown that if (8) PcPCi = *afax then PCiPC2=PCinC2. Thus we assume (8) and write for any x e H,xx = Pcx, ux=x-PClx. We then consider the points x(s, t) = t(xx + sux) + (1 -f)^c2(*i + wd, 0£.s,t£l.
One checks first, with the assistance of (5) and (8), that Moreover, by (1), (snVCs«, 0) , PClx(sn, 0 -J> = 0, V j e Cx, whence letting «->-co, (12) (ut,x(0,t)-y)^0, VyeCx.
In particular, replacing/ by txx and by ix1+2(l -t)Pc xit both belonging toCx,
(1 -t)(ut, PC2Xx) = 0, -(1 -rX«,, Pcxx) ^ 0. Now, assuming, as one may, that 0</<l, one derives from (13) and (11) and by (1) and (6), 
